Thermal effects on the surface plasmon resonance of Cu nanoparticles in phosphate glass: impact on Cu\(^+\) luminescence†
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An evaluation of the effects of temperature on the optical properties of phosphate glass containing Cu nanoparticles (NPs) and Cu\(^+\) ions was carried out by means of optical absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy measurements performed jointly \textit{in situ} in the 298 to 573 K range. The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of Cu NPs displayed a strong dampening effect with temperature, consistent with the thermal expansion of Cu NPs and an increase in the electron–phonon scattering rate. The PL of Cu\(^+\) ions in the glass with Cu NPs showed the thermal quenching effect connected with an increase in non-radiative relaxation processes. Moreover, a comparison with the precursor glass without NPs revealed that a lower activation energy for the thermal quenching of Cu\(^+\) PL results in the presence of Cu NPs for Cu\(^+\) sites emitting in resonance with the SPR. It is suggested that the increase in electron–phonon interaction in Cu NPs with temperature impacts the PL quenching of Cu\(^+\) ions the most. The current results suggest that a Cu\(^+\) \(\rightarrow\) Cu NP resonant energy transfer supports a deactivation of the Cu\(^+\) emitting states with increasing temperature.

1. Introduction

Significant efforts have been devoted over the past decades to the fabrication of copper nanocomposite glasses and their characterization focusing on the plasmonic properties of interest to optical applications.\(^1\)\textsuperscript{–15} The preparation processes employed for doping the glass hosts with copper commonly involve a heat treatment (HT) step wherein the Cu nanoparticles (NPs) are precipitated. Given the difficulty intrinsic to the relatively high HT temperatures required for Cu particle development, the optical properties of such Cu nanocomposites are normally studied \textit{ex situ} at relatively low temperatures, for instance at room temperature.\(^1\)\textsuperscript{–15} Hence, studies on real-time isothermal monitoring of the optical properties of glasses undergoing Cu particle precipitation during HT are scarce.\(^16\)\textsuperscript{–18} The study of the thermal effects on Cu NPs becomes further complicated by the propensity of neutral copper aggregates for undergoing oxidation.\(^19\)\textsuperscript{–20} Accordingly, a particular advantage of glass matrices for evaluating the optical properties of Cu NPs at high temperatures is the protective role of the solid host against Cu particle oxidation.

In this context, Yeshchenko\(^2\)\textsuperscript{1} was able to study temperature effects on the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of Cu NPs embedded in silica via the sol–gel route followed by annealing in reducing atmosphere. It was observed that the increase in temperature lead to the SPR red shift ascribed to thermal expansion in Cu NPs, and the broadening of the SPR which was attributed to the increase of the electron–phonon scattering rate with temperature.\(^2\)\textsuperscript{1} The theoretical framework was similarly employed to study the thermal effects on the SPR of Au NPs.\(^2\)\textsuperscript{2} On a subsequent work, an interesting study was conducted by Yeshchenko \textit{et al.}\(^2\)\textsuperscript{3} on the influence of temperature on the photoluminescence (PL) of the Cu nanocomposites also exhibiting plasmonic properties. In such case, the PL was assumed to arise from Cu NPs, wherein the PL quantum yield increased with temperature. It was argued that since the increase of temperature leads to the SPR red shift, this conduces to an increase in the spectral overlap with the PL favoring the plasmon enhancement factor along with a decrease of plasmon damping caused by interband transitions.\(^2\)\textsuperscript{4} Nevertheless, the temperature dependence of the optical properties of a glass containing a high concentration of both Cu NPs and luminescent Cu\(^+\) ions remains unexplored to the best of the author’s knowledge. Accordingly, this work reports on an \textit{in situ} optical characterization wherein the absorption and PL properties of Cu NP/Cu\(^+\)-containing phosphate glass prepared by thermal processes were investigated jointly from 298 to 573 K. Whereas the Cu NPs exhibit aforementioned SPR dampening effect, the PL of Cu\(^+\) ions presents no enhancement but is rather shown to be quenched with temperature, and more drastically in
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connection with the SPR peak of Cu NPs. The results are discussed in the context of the thermal effects of Cu NPs supporting a deactivation of the resonant Cu⁺ emitting states with increasing temperature.

2. Experimental

Phosphate glasses were made with a BaO : P₂O₅ composition by the melt-quench technique as described elsewhere. Herein, the copper oxide dopant and reducing agent tin are added as 10 mol% of each CuO and SnO in relation to network former P₂O₅. This melt-quenched glass is herein referred to as CuSn glass. Such glass has been shown to possess a high concentration of luminescent Cu⁺ ions due to redox chemistry likely occurring in the melt as

\[ 2\text{Cu}^{2+} + \text{Sn}^{2+} \rightarrow 2\text{Cu}^+ + \text{Sn}^{4+} \quad (1) \]

The melt-quenched glass still shows some Cu⁺ residues (estimated at \( \sim 2\% \) of the nominal amount of CuO) which become evident from the absorption feature around 1.5 eV (see Fig. S1 of the ESI† file – obtained with Perkin-Elmer 35 UV/Vis spectrophotometer). In contrast to silver with most firmly oxidized state as Ag⁺, copper readily oxidizes to Cu⁺ and Cu²⁺ ions where the latter possess relatively high stability under the melting in ambient atmosphere at high temperatures. This makes it challenging to eradicate all copper (II) in the melt. However, most copper ions in the CuSn precursor glass are indicated to exist as Cu⁺ ions which becomes apparent from the substantial red shift in the UV absorption edge (Fig. S1†) owing to \( 3d^{10} \rightarrow 3d^9 4s^1 \) transitions. Further, a subsequent HT of the glass allows for the effective precipitation of Cu NPs, e.g. owing to a subsequent reduction of copper ions as

\[ 2\text{Cu}^+ + \text{Sn}^{2+} \rightarrow 2\text{Cu}^0 + \text{Sn}^{4+} \quad (2) \]

In the present case, the Cu nanocomposite was obtained by HT performed at 733 K for a duration of 60 min, and is referred to herein as CuSn-NP glass. The Cu NPs grown in the phosphate glass matrix containing 10 mol% of each CuO and SnO by similar thermal processing have been inspected by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and observed with an average diameter of about 2.5 nm. Shown in Fig. 1 is a sample image obtained with a JOEL2010F transmission electron microscope. Samples of the CuSn and CuSn-NP glasses were cut and polished in order to produce glass slabs with final thicknesses of about 1.0 mm, to be subjected to the optical measurements as described below.

Optical absorption and steady-state PL measurements were carried out jointly in situ with a CRAIC Technologies FLEX microspectrophotometer (MSP) equipped with mercury and xenon lamps, and a Linkam THMS600 temperature control stage. The temperatures are chosen from 298 to 573 K so that further Cu particle development during the measurements can be neglected. The samples were taken to the target temperatures at a rate of 50 K min⁻¹. Experiments were performed with a 10× objective on 97.4 μm × 97.4 μm sample areas. Particular attention was given to keep the sampled area and all other conditions constant during the measurements. The PL spectra were recorded under excitation at 365 nm (3.40 eV). Herein, wavelength selection was realized by a band pass filter with full-width at half-maximum of about 45 nm.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows optical absorption spectra obtained for the CuSn-NP glass within the 298 to 573 K range. The spectrum recorded at 298 K shows the typical profile of the embedded Cu NPs with a maximum in the vicinity of 2.16 eV (~574 nm). However, strong SPR suppression is observed with increasing temperature, primarily above 323 K. Following the method reported by Yeshchenko and co-workers for dielectric-embedded Cu NPs and Au NPs, the spectra were deconvoluted into two Lorentzian components aiming to separate the contribution of intraband (SPR) from the interband electronic transitions. As an example, the inset of Fig. 2 shows the deconvolution.
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performed on the spectrum recorded at 298 K. In this approach, the high-energy contribution is connected to the interband transitions in the metal, while the low-energy band corresponds to the SPR of Cu NPs.21 Hence, the latter can be adequately employed for the evaluation of the influence of temperature on SPR spectral features. The deconvolution results concerning SPR peak position and bandwidth for the spectra of the five temperatures in Fig. 2 are plotted in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. The trends are apparent for the SPR red shift and also the broadening of the SPR band with the increase in temperature. From the linear fit to the SPR peak data in Fig. 3(a), the values for the intercept and slope were estimated at 2.186 (±0.002) eV and −7.8 (±0.4) × 10⁻⁵ eV K⁻¹, respectively (correlation coefficient r = 0.996). Further, for the linear fit to the SPR bandwidth data in Fig. 3(b), the intercept and slope were 0.103 (±0.002) eV and 1.65 (±0.04) × 10⁻⁴ eV K⁻¹, respectively (r = 0.999). Whereas the estimated intercepts correspond to low-temperature extremes (0 K), the slopes designate the rates of change in the spectral properties with temperature in the examined range.

The trends observed in Fig. 3 are in good agreement with Yeshchenko21 who studied the temperature effects on the SPR of Cu NPs embedded in a silica matrix. Although the author examined a range in Cu particle sizes, it was noticed that the peak position and width trends were monotonic with the increase in temperature and were not qualitatively different amongst the sizes studied.21 Hence, in the present study the trends arising from thermal effects on the CuSn-NP glass may be likewise interpreted in the context of the thermal expansion in Cu NPs influencing the SPR red shift, and the increase of the electron–phonon scattering rate affecting the bandwidth.21,22

Concerning the PL properties of the melt-quenched CuSn precursor glass, these have been previously studied at room temperature in ref. 25. It has been observed that short-wavelength excitation (e.g. 260 nm) produces broad band emission having a significant contribution from divalent tin centers, whereas increasing excitation wavelength leads to an emission red shift owing to the growing contribution from Cu⁺ ions in connection with 3d⁹4s¹ → 3d¹⁰ transitions. In the end, excitation at 360 nm and longer wavelengths produces the broad band emission which arises solely from the monovalent copper ions.25 The Cu⁺ emitting states (T₁g, T₂g) are interpreted as arising from spin–orbit coupling of the excited triplet state (¹E₉g) which is populated by intersystem crossing from the excited singlet state of the 3d⁹4s¹ configuration.26 In Fig. 4, the PL of Cu⁺ ions in the CuSn-NP glass is examined at 298 K in comparison with that of the CuSn glass under the excitation at 365 nm (3.40 eV) in the MSP. A depressed band is obtained for the heat-treated CuSn-NP glass, which is expected in accord with a depletion of copper ions due to their reduction, e.g. via eqn (2), leading to the precipitation of the Cu NPs. In addition, a dip is observed near 2.16 eV in good agreement with the position of the SPR of Cu NPs in the glass (Fig. 2). This effect is related to a resonant energy transfer from the monovalent copper ions to the NPs, i.e. photon-reabsorption or cascade-type energy transfer also observed in a similar Cu nanocomposite.8

The temperature dependence of Cu⁺ PL in the CuSn glass has been studied in the 298–573 K range, and compared with that of analogous glasses co-doped with either Sm³⁺ or Nd³⁺ where the
results were analyzed in the context of glass structure.\textsuperscript{31} Herein, an attempt is made to evaluate the influence of the plasmonic Cu particles on the temperature dependence of Cu\textsuperscript{+} PL in the CuSn-NP glass. Thus, shown in Fig. 5 are PL emission spectra of the CuSn-NP nanocomposite glass obtained in the 298–573 K range. The absorption spectrum for the CuSn-NP glass at 298 K is overlaid to demonstrate the matching between the SPR of Cu NPs and the dip observed in the emission band around 2.16 eV. Clearly, the PL decreases with increasing temperature, as opposed to the report by Yeshchenko \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{33} wherein the PL was assumed to arise from Cu NPs and the quantum yield increased with temperature. In the current system no PL enhancement is observed, but rather the thermal quenching of the broad Cu\textsuperscript{+} emission band is exhibited concurring with the increase in the non-radiative processes depopulating the Cu\textsuperscript{+} emitting states.\textsuperscript{31–33} The excited states of the luminescent ions in the solid host decay non-radiatively by exciting lattice vibrations, \textit{i.e.} by phonon emission. With increasing temperature of the solid, the ion–lattice interaction becomes stronger and the probability for non-radiative relaxation of the ions increase. This results in the PL quenching effect observed. Henceforth, an evaluation of the thermal stability of Cu\textsuperscript{+} PL in the CuSn-NP glass is pursued in comparison to the CuSn glass, and focusing on Cu\textsuperscript{+} sites emitting in resonance with the SPR of Cu NPs.

The PL quenching with temperature may be assessed in the context of

\[ I(T) = \frac{I_0}{1 + c \exp\left(\frac{-E_A}{k_B T}\right)} \tag{3} \]

where \( I(T) \) is the emission intensity at a given temperature, \( I_0 \) is the initial intensity, \( c \) is a constant, \( k_B \) is Boltzmann’s constant and \( E_A \) is the activation energy for the thermal quenching.\textsuperscript{31–33} Eqn (3) can be linearized as

\[ \ln \left[ \frac{I_0}{I(T)} - 1 \right] = \frac{-E_A}{k_B T} + \ln c \tag{4} \]

so a plot of \( \ln[I_0/I(T) - 1] \) vs. reciprocal temperature can be used for estimating the corresponding activation energy. In this framework, the thermal quenching of Cu\textsuperscript{+} PL was assessed for the CuSn glass for an emission intensity near the peak in the broad Cu\textsuperscript{+} band, where the activation energy was estimated at 0.256 (±0.004) eV.\textsuperscript{31} Herein, the path of Cu\textsuperscript{+} → Cu NP energy transfer is further explored as potential contributor to the PL thermal quenching in the CuSn-NP glass by evaluating the emission intensity for Cu\textsuperscript{+} in resonance with the SPR. Thus, Fig. 6 shows the corresponding plots of \( \ln[I_0/I(T) - 1] \) vs. reciprocal temperature obtained for the CuSn-NP glass for Cu\textsuperscript{+} emission energy monitored at (a) 2.01 eV (PL peak), and (b) 2.16 eV (matching the SPR peak). The data showed linear relationships (correlation coefficients \( r \) of −0.999 for both) in agreement with eqn (4). From the slopes obtained by linear regression analyses, the activation energies determined are 0.262 (±0.010) and 0.181 (±0.010) eV for Cu\textsuperscript{+} emission monitored at 2.01 and 2.16 eV, respectively. An analogous evaluation was performed for the CuSn glass as reference, yielding activation energies of 0.256 (±0.004) and 0.242 (±0.005) eV for the emission at 2.01 and 2.16 eV, respectively (data shown in

---

**Fig. 5** PL emission spectra of the nanocomposite CuSn-NP glass obtained at displayed temperatures. The absorption spectrum for the glass at 298 K is overlaid to show the matching between the SPR and the dip observed in the PL spectra around 2.16 eV.

**Fig. 6** Plots of \( \ln[I_0/I(T) - 1] \) vs. reciprocal temperature for CuSn-NP glass obtained for the Cu\textsuperscript{+} photon emission energy being monitored at (a) 2.01 eV (PL peak), and (b) 2.16 eV (matching SPR); the dashed lines are the linear fits to the data.
The results then point toward a significant influence from the Cu NPs decreasing the thermal stability of the Cu$^+$ emission in correspondence with a Cu$^+$ $\rightarrow$ Cu NP resonant energy transfer.

The Cu$^+$ luminescence quenching with temperature being similar for the CuSn and CuSn-NP glasses for the emission evaluated near the maximum (to the low energy side of SPR, see Fig. 5) appears connected to the glass matrix itself. In a solid host, the most energetic vibrations are mainly responsible for the radiationless processes. In phosphate glasses, these are the stretching vibrations between phosphorus atoms and the non-bridging oxygens in the glass network, typically manifested around 1200 cm$^{-1}$.

It can be then realized that the deactivation pathway brought in by the fundamental increase in Cu$^+$ ion–lattice interaction with temperature is the dominant cause for the out-of-resonance thermal quenching of the Cu$^+$ PL.$^{31}$ However, in the present work additional evidence is provided in support of a different quenching route, namely the Cu$^+$ $\rightarrow$ Cu NP resonant transfer which may become more effective with the increase in temperature. Herein, the SPR peak position variation was not as pronounced as the bandwidth increase, as perceived from the assessment of data in Fig. 2. In particular, the latter effect has been connected with an increase in the electron–phonon interactions in the NPs.$^{32}$ The electron–phonon scattering processes within the NPs, as well as electron–electron interactions, are part of the ultrafast relaxation processes in NPs which occur in the sub-picosecond to picosecond time scales.$^{33}$ Ultimately, particle-matrix energy transfer processes result in the complete non-radiative relaxation of the nanocomposite on a longer time scale.$^{36}$ Accordingly, in Fig. 8 an attempt is made to represent the proposed thermal deactivation pathway of Cu$^+$ ions emitting in resonance with the SPR of Cu NPs in the glass host. It is herein considered that the Cu$^+$ sites with emitting states (T$_{1g}$, T$_{2g}$) in resonance with the SPR may transfer the energy to the Cu NPs wherein a complete non-radiative relaxation can take place through aforementioned relaxation processes involving the NPs.

4. Conclusions

To summarize, a joint in situ assessment was performed on the influence of temperature in the 298 to 573 K range on the optical absorption and luminescence of barium–phosphate glass containing plasmonic Cu particles and Cu$^+$ ions. The thermal effects on the SPR of Cu NPs were analyzed following the approach of deconvoluting the spectra into two Lorentzian components, where the one at lower energy is related to the plasmonic absorption (intraband) while the high-energy contribution is assumed for interband transitions. The strong suppression of the SPR absorption with temperature was manifest, concurring with the thermal expansion of Cu NPs influencing peak position and an increase in the electron–phonon scattering rate producing band broadening. On the other hand, the PL of Cu$^+$ ions showed no enhancement, but rather displayed the thermal quenching effect expected for an increase in non-radiative relaxation processes. In the general sense, this is associated with ion–lattice interactions likely supported by high-energy phonons in connection with non-bridging oxygens in the phosphate matrix. However, a lower activation energy for the thermal quenching of Cu$^+$ PL was
estimated in the presence of Cu NPs (≈0.06 eV lower than the precursor glass) for Cu⁺ sites emitting in resonance with the SPR. It is then suggested that in the presence of Cu NPs in the glass, the Cu⁺ ions may experience the thermally-induced excited-state depopulation through two different channels: (i) the deactivation route brought in by the inherent increase in Cu⁺ → Cu NP resonant energy transfer, wherein the increase in electron–phonon interaction in Cu NPs with temperature supports an additional energy sink facilitated by non-radiative relaxation in the NPs and finalizing with energy exchange with the matrix.
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